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Presentation Notes
Joined NFS West Valley on 04/19/1966 – first day of reprocessing. Became Technical Services Manager (process engineering, nuclear safety, chemical laboratories, nuclear material accountability, licensing, and contractual oversight of waste tank farm and waste burial. Led the effort to licensed a modified and expanded reprocessing plant, other fuel cycle facilities and transportation casks.



Origin
 US AEC Contract 

- To encourage fuel cycle development
 Participants 

– NYS ASDA as owner/landlord of site - licensee
- NFS (division of W. R. Grace) as operator – licensee 
- AMF as mechanical design participant 
- Bechtel as architect/engineer and constructor
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
AEC/NFS contract discussion started in 1957 with AEC Policy statement ; progressed through Industrial Reprocessing Group’s feasibility study (1961) and was finalized when Construction Permit issued to NFS in May 1963.



“Base-Load” Contract
 Provided up to 625 tonnes of AEC-owned fuel
 Required licensing by AEC - Regulatory
 Limited pricing to about $23,000/tonne
 Required AEC access to almost all information and a 

resident AEC representative
 Included monetary penalties failure to meet either 

product recoveries (by campaign) or specifications (by 
delivered batch)
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
AEC recognized that insufficient fuel was then available (1961) but expected greatly increasing loads.; they never materialized.By contract definition, “tonne” varied by initial enrichment of fuel.Pricing limited by AEC to their estimated costs for commercial reprocessing plus 15%



Siting
 WNY Nuclear Service Center 

-3300 acres, about 200 acre exclusion (“plant”) area
 Reprocessing plant, waste tank farm, lagoons, NRC-

licensed burial area, and commercial burial area
 Issues 

– stack discharge below crest  of hill
– liquid discharge to small on-site streams 
– varying depth to bedrock
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
The restricted airborne dilution didn’t restrict original plant operation; it might have become a factor for the modified plant.Although the average release to Cattaraugus Creek was less than 20% of 10 CFR 20, a Low-level Liquid Waste Treatment Facility (LLWT) built in 1970 to meet 10 CFR 20 (MPC) at lagoon discharge rather than Cattaraugus Creek.Intermediate soil depth and the use of pilings beneath the plant during initial construction contributed significantly to NFS’ decision in 1976 to withdrawal from reprocessing.



Construction
 AEC issued a Construction Permit in May 1963
 Fuel Receipt and Storage – began operation in May 

1965
 Waste Tank Farm (8D-1/2 and 8D-3/4)
 Reprocessing Plant - began operation on April 19, 1966
 Total cost about $33 million – less than 5% above NFS 

budget.
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Presentation Notes
Interesting events during construction: the empty tank floated; stack weld failure occurred; and, had 100 inches of snow in January.During construction, costs escalated towards an “estimate to complete” of $40 million; design changes were made. Some design changes later became problematic!



Process Operations
 Mechanical 

- abrasive saw removed non-fueled hardware 
– hydraulic shear cut fuel rods into 1/2” pieces

 Dissolution by nitric acid in baskets; “hulls” to burial 
in NRC-licensed disposal area

 PUREX separation using pulsed plate columns then
– two U cycles 
– one Pu cycle and then ion exchange

 Product concentrations by evaporation
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Presentation Notes
Shear based upon development work at ORNL but modified (especially the cutting blade) by NFS and local fabricators.Annular dissolver could process fully enriched fuels; did handle Con Ed Core A at about 50 % U-235 post –irradiation.Plant met the design rate of 1 MTU/d (low enriched NPR fuel) as early as first week of operation.ion exchangers  limited throughput to about 5 kg Pu/d; they were to be replaced by a solvent extraction cycle in expanded plant.



Licensing & Regulation
 AEC (NRC) Provisional License CSF- I (Docket 50-201)

- for a production and utilization facility under 10 CFR 
50 
– Technical Specifications focused on effluents, 
criticality safety, and avoiding accidents that had 
occurred at AEC facilities

 Inspections by NRC Region I and Headquarters
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Extensive operational, environmental and radiation safety data was provided to NRC via NFS Quarterly Reports during operation and a 1973 Environmental Report by NFS.



Operational Successes
 PUREX process performed superbly
 Shear performed very well for a “first-of-a – kind” 

production device
 Plant Personnel  Staffing

- “lean” in numbers (about 131)
- Experienced groups of managers from AEC facilities 
– talented local hires for operators, mechanics and 
chemistry technicians
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
All product batches met the AEC specifications but “equivalent boron content” for U was often close to limit.There was a “learning” curve with the shear but there was minimal crimping (notable exception was end pieces) that plagued shearing devices later used by others.



Operational Issues
 Mechanical 

– fines from the abrasive saw 
– end piece cuts by shear 
– contact maintenance of manipulators & cranes 
- use of greasy lubricants
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Original saw was too complicated and replaced by a simpler device. Neither had sufficient airborne dust control. This led to significant contamination of ductwork and high loading on ventilation filters. Modified plant design included better confinement on the saw and filters on the Process Mechanical Cell exhaust.Un-dissolved fuel in “end pieces” had a significant effect on plant’s material recovery factor. Primary cause was inability of shear to make last cut (near fuel rod end caps) short enough without crimping of cladding.During operation, a  new Head-End ventilation system and a MSM maintenance facility were added. The cranes were modified to eliminate long electrical cables; and, certain lubricants were banned from the site.



Operational Issues
 Degraded Fuel Element Cladding 

– primarily NPR fuel but some power reactor fuel 
– necessitated additional pool cleanups and 
installation of the FRS Decon Facility 
– caused “exothermic” reactions in dissolvers; reduced 
batch sizes; slowed dissolution cycles; increased 
radioactive load on DOG HEPA filters that were not 
designed for remote removal
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Presentation Notes
All higher exposure fuel contained material that didn’t dissolve in concentrated nitric acid. Feed clarification by centrifuge was to be included in the modified plant to minimize line plugging. Replacements of DOG filters was a major contributor to personnel exposure. Enhancements were made to the system during the original operations and it was to be augmented during modification of the plant to accommodate remote removal.



Operational Issues
 Unstable Rad Waste Evaporators’ Performance 

– “burps” of evaporator concentrates 
– moisture carryover through demisters to the VOG 
HEPA filters 
– increased radioactive load on the VOG HEPA filters 
that were not designed for remote removal.
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Presentation Notes
With the large variations in both the chemical and radioactive content to them, the waste evaporators (7D-1, 7D-2, and the Rework) were “touchy” to operate.  They were being redesigned and to be replaced in the modified plant with emphasis on minimizing entrainment. In-duct heaters were to be added to augment moisture control and protect the general ventilation exhaust HEPA filters.The modified plant was to have the ability to remotely remove spent Vessel Off Gas filters.



Process Performance
 Processed 625 tonnes U during 26 campaigns and 

recovered 1926 kilograms of Pu.
 Recovered 99 % of the U and 97.4 % of the Pu
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Presentation Notes
Plant design capacity was based upon 300 “revenue days” per year – not 300 tonnes per year. Design capacity accommodated a process cleanout between campaigns of 1/3 of the campaign time (but at least 8 days).  Design capacity of the expanded, modified plant was to be 750 to 900 MTU/year of fuel with at least 2 years cooling.



Primary Recommendations

 Provide very detailed attention to ventilation systems, 
especially for abnormal events.

 Include robust design bases for mechanical equipment 
used for remote maintenance
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Some necessary improvements have already been addressed by: 1) the significant improvements in instrumentation & control technology and 2) the stringent regulatory requirements on construction QA, especially design basis documentation.
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